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BOARD ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Managed through the complex NCSC organizational change to move ICM to Williamsburg thereby changing all leaders within that unit. In joint meetings between NACM, NCSC, and the ICM Advisory Board, three outcomes emerged:
   - Periodic reports were initiated from the Center to the NACM Board on the status of ICM and its programs
   - A seat on the Center’s Board of Directors was designated for a representative from the NACM Board
   - Justice Management Institute (JMI) was created independent of NCSC with a strong tie to NACM

2. In 1992, received an SJI grant award to plan and deliver the first NACM Regional Conference, which took place in November 1993 in Baltimore

3. Developed the first set of educational program development guidelines

4. Developed the first ethics column for The Court Manager

5. Under the organizational goal of increasing diversity and encouraging wide participation in NACM, a task force on women’s issues in the Association was created


7. Completed the first Financial Guide and Personnel Guide for the trial courts

8. Initiated efforts to create mini-guides, starting with the topics, a citizens’ guide to the courts, court security, and media relations

9. Invited the Court Public Information Officers group, still in its early stages, to join NACM as a subgroup

10. Initiated our first formal relationship with the National Association of State Judicial Educators (NASJE)